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Managers Memo: by Sean Harley 
 

As I sit hunkered down in my office having dodged a level three snow emergency 

driving ban to arrive this morning, it occurs to me how many variables affect our 

business over which we exert little or no control.  Obviously the weather in Ohio creates 

the seasonal fluctuations we associate with a “normal” year in our markets.  The Federal 

Reserve Bank’s management of the prime interest rate has historically influenced long 

term mortgage rates which are key to our market outlook.  And, of course, the actions of 

the regulators and legislators can completely change how we must conduct business and 

we often have little or no influence over their decisions.  

As I am sure you are all aware, Ohio has several new statutes and administrative rules 

which either are now or will soon be effective and directly impact our operations.  You 

should have already received directives from our office covering the changes and how to 

insure your compliance.  However, I want to specifically address the new administrative 

rule from the Ohio Department of Insurance (“ODI”) on affiliated business arrangement 

title agencies (“AfBAs”).  If you currently operate or plan to operate an AfBA in Ohio, 

you must take the time to review this new rule and your agency’s compliance.   

First, the ODI has set out a clear limitation on ownership in an AfBA by prohibited 

parties, including a very broadly drafted definition of immediate family member.  Ohio 

Revised Code 3953.21 defines a prohibited party as a bank, trust company, bank and 

trust company, or other lending institution, mortgage service, brokerage, mortgage 

guaranty company, escrow company, real estate company or any subsidiaries thereof or 

any individuals so engaged.  The new rule from the ODI specifies that prohibited party 

includes builders and developers as well.  The limitation on ownership by a prohibited 

party and immediate family members is fifty percent (50%) or more. In addition, no 

prohibited party can serve as a partner, officer, director or managing member of a title 

agency, nor can such a party be involved in the day-to-day operations of the agency. 

This limitation on ownership is effective for all new agency applications to the ODI 

subsequent to January 1, 2007 and for any existing agencies having a change in 

ownership after that date.  The directive limiting the prohibited party from other than 

passive ownership is immediately effective.  Please review the ownership percentages 

and the make-up of the board and officers of your AfBA.  Make sure that no prohibited 

party is in a position of authority or management that violates the new rule. 

In addition to the limitations on ownership and active participation for the prohibited 

parties, the ODIs’ new rule expressly requires ALL title agencies to comply with the 

sham agency guidelines under RESPA.  Previously, many title professionals were of the 

opinion that an AfBA in Ohio doing only commercial transactions could be structured 

and operated in a lawful fashion while not meeting these sham agency guidelines.  I must 

count myself among those holding such a belief.  The ODI has advised that this is not the 

case and even commercial only AfBAs should have always been structured and operated 

to avoid being a sham agency.  Regardless, the rule now makes it clear that all AfBAs in 

Ohio must meet the RESPA sham agency guidelines and that includes that the only thing 
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of value flowing from such entity is a return on ownership interest.  Payments framed as 

a return on ownership can not be based on past, present or future referrals, varied 

according to owners’ relative number of referrals or based on ownership levels adjusted 

to account for levels of referrals.  Of course, there are exceptions for permissible 

payments for actual services rendered by owners to the AfBA.  Based on this clear (Q:  

Are we clear?  A:  Crystal!) direction from the ODI, any AfBA operating outside the 

sham agency guidelines needs to immediately become compliant by restructuring, 

dissolving or making the required changes in the day to day operations. 

If you are not certain of the compliance of your AfBA to the new rule, please call me at 

the Ohio District office.  I will be happy to discuss your operations and the regulatory 

requirements in Ohio.   

Title Views: by William Zabkar 
 

Since the beginning of the year you have received numerous Agent Alert’s pertaining to 

the duties imposed upon title agents and agencies by the Predatory Lending Statute.  

House Bill 454 signed into law by the Governor on January 4, 2007 and effective April 

4, 2007 has made some minor changes in certain sections of the Predatory Lending Law. 

Senate Bill 185 required that each title agent or agency have an annual review of their 

escrow, settlement, closing or security deposit accounts on a calendar year basis within 

ninety (90) days after the close of the previous fiscal year.  House bill 454 requires that 

each title agent or agency have an annual review of their escrow, settlement, closing or 

security deposit accounts on a fiscal year basis within ninety (90) days after the close of 

the previous fiscal year.  Under the original statute the Ohio Department of Insurance 

had indicated that the initial review of those accounts would be due within the first 

ninety (90) days of 2008 for the fiscal year 2007.  With the change in the statute it now 

appears possible that a review may be due in 2007 if the title agents or agencies fiscal 

year is other than a calendar year.  If your fiscal year coincides with a calendar year then 

the change in the statute should have no effect on your agency, and your initial review 

will be due  ninety (90) days after December 31, 2007. 

Besides the changes brought about by the Predatory Lending Statute, there have been 

changes in the Mechanics’ Lien Statute which benefit title insurance companies.  House 

Bill 487 becomes effective march 29, 2007.  The initial change brought about by House 

Bill 487 is a change in terminology.  The statute has done away with the terms 

“materialman or materialmen” and substituted the term “material supplier”.  Perhaps the 

most important change in the mechanics’ lien statute is that a Notice of Commencement 

expires six (6) years after its filing date unless the Notice of Commencement or 

amendments made to it specify otherwise.  In addition, under these new amendments a 

Notice of Commencement may be filed in the case of a residential home construction 

contract.  The filing of a Notice of Commencement in the case of a home construction 

contract has the same effect as the filing of a Notice of Commencement in the case of 

any other private construction except that the Notice of Furnishing requirements do not 

apply. 

§1311.011 O.R.C. now makes lien claimants liable for attorney fees, in addition to 

damages, when they fail to timely release their residential mechanics’ liens after a 

homeowner has submitted a “full payment affidavit” (§1311.011(B)(1)) that he has or 

will pay the original/general contractor in full. 

§1311.13(G) O.R.C. provides that if a mortgage, securing the financing for the 

construction of the improvement and the Notice of Commencement for said 

improvement are recorded on the same day, the mortgage shall be considered recorded 

before the notice of commencement for purposes of priority unless the mortgage 
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stipulates otherwise.   

These changes should not adversely effect the lien rights of subcontractors or material 

suppliers on residential construction. 

Odds and Ends: by George Naumoff 
 
As business has slowed this past year, we are all looking for new ideas to increase 

revenue and business.  Courtesy of our friends at Asset Preservation Inc. here is a good 

way to stir up some interest.  .   

 

REVERSE 1031 EXCHANGES GAIN POPULARITY 

“PURCHASE REPLACEMENT PROPERTIES FIRST” 
 

By Scott R. Saunders 

 

The famous author Mark Twain once stated “…that the difference between a tax 

collector and a taxidermist is that a taxidermist only takes your skin.” IRC §1031 tax 

deferred exchanges continue to increase in popularity throughout the Midwest as 

commercial investors discover the flexibility and tremendous tax deferral benefits of 

exchanges. By exchanging, rather than selling and paying taxes, investors have the 

purchasing power of the deferred taxes available to purchase better performing 

properties. 

 

The most common variation, the delayed exchange, allows a maximum of 180 calendar 

days from the sale of the relinquished property to purchase a replacement property. 

Recently, many Exchangers have wanted to proceed with more complex “parking 

arrangement” exchange alternatives such as a reverse exchange. 

 
BENEFITS OF A REVERSE EXCHANGE 

 
Often investors may need to perform a reverse exchange in a “seller’s market” where 

recently listed properties are quickly under contract or circumstances require that the 

replacement property be acquired before closing on the relinquished property sale. This 

exchange variation is of great interest because it provides a fully tax deferred strategy 

when an excellent purchase opportunity presents itself. The reverse exchange helps 

investors meet a number of objectives: 
 

Seize the Moment:  Don’t miss out on the buy of a lifetime! Immediately acquire a 

desirable replacement property prior to selling the relinquished property. 
 
Protect the Exchange: Eliminate the pressure-filled problems presented by the 45-

day identification period. 
 
Improve the Replacement Property:  Use the parking arrangement to increase the 

value of the replacement property by making capital improvements. 

 
 

REVERSE EXCHANGE STRUCTURES 
 
Investors can take advantage of excellent purchase opportunities and defer their capital 

gain by following Revenue Procedure 2000-37 “safe harbor” guidelines for reverse 

exchanges. Revenue Procedure 2000-37 describes the ownership process as a “parking 

arrangement” because ownership of either the relinquished property or the replacement 

property is “parked” with an Exchange Accommodation Titleholder (“EAT”).   To 

“park” ownership actually means that a deed is recorded transferring ownership to the 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EAT so the investor owns one property and the EAT owns the other property. 

 
Parking the Replacement Property: The EAT acquires title to the replacement 

property with funds the investor loans to the EAT.  Within 180 days, the investor sells 

the relinquished property through the “delayed exchange” format and the EAT transfers 

the replacement property to the investor.   

 

Parking the Relinquished Property: The investor conveys the relinquished property to 

the EAT and then the investor acquires the replacement property under a “simultaneous 

exchange” format.  During the 180 days, the EAT remains on title to the relinquished 

property until it is sold to a purchaser. 

 

Reverse/Improvement Exchange: The EAT acquires the replacement property and 

makes improvements to this property. The improved property is later exchanged for the 

relinquished property within 180 days to complete the exchange.  

 

The possibility of immediately acquiring a replacement property – whether the property 

is an existing commercial building, a new build-to-suit project or even fractional 

ownership in a tenant-in-common (TIC) program, provide a wide array of investment 

options to Midwest investors. Always talk to qualified tax/legal advisors when 

contemplating any 1031 exchange. 
 
Scott R. Saunders is a Sr. Vice President with Asset Preservation, Inc, a leading national Qualified 
Intermediary for 1031 tax deferred exchanges. Questions regarding exchanges can be directed to 
him at 888-531-1031 or scott@apiexchange.com. 
 
In Ohio, please contact Sfireman@stewart.com  
 

Stewart Ohio Agency Resources: SOAR to 

New Heights!: by Ned Endress III 
 
In recent years, there has been a disturbing increase in “search related” claims in Ohio; 

not because of reduced search standards or indexing errors on county databases, but 

because of unqualified and inexperienced examiners. Nearly 1/3 of all Ohio claims are 

now search related. Many of these claims are preventable. 

 

Your agency may be using contract examiners or “vendors” to produce title searches. 

Many of these vendors were trained during the recent “refi boom” to do current owner 

searches and may not possess the requisite level of training and experience. If you are 

doing business in multiple counties, there can be a considerable amount of time and 

effort involved in managing a vendor network. 

 

In an attempt to streamline the title production process and reduce claims, Stewart Ohio 

Agency Resources (SOAR) is now servicing Stewart Agents in Ohio.  

 

SOAR covers all 88 Ohio counties. Its product, the Title Search Report (TSR), is a 

partially underwritten search product assembled using Stewart Title Guaranty Company 

search standards and delivered in a format that is easily converted to a commitment in 

your software. The data can be edited in compliance with your “core title services” 

requirement of RESPA. The entire system is paperless, and all Agent contact with 

SOAR is via soar@stewart.com.  Supporting documents are included, and the cost and 

turn time are very competitive. Perhaps most importantly, the Agent is indemnified by 

Stewart Title Guaranty Company should a claim arise because of an error or omission 



in the TSR.  

 

If you are interested in learning more about SOAR and its products and services, please 

contact your Stewart Agency Services Representative for more details. 

 

Agent Roundtables: 
 

It is that time of year again.  Time for the annual Stewart Title Guaranty 

Company Agent’s Roundtable Discussions.  A panel .discussion format will be 

employed.  This approach was particularly well received in 2006 and provided 

significant interaction with the agents who attended.  This year’s program will 

focus on the new 2006 ALTA Policy Forms and Endorsements, the Predatory 

Lending Law and other new statutory updates and will again include a segment 

on Claims Prevention.  As always, your input and questions on any subject will 

be addressed.  Stewart Title has applied for 3 hours of CLE credit and 3.5 hours 

of CIE credit.  This program is free for Stewart Title Guaranty Company Agents 

and Associates and National Land Title Agents.  The programs will take place on 

April 3
rd

 in Cincinnati, April 20
th

  in Columbus and on April 17
th

 in Cleveland.   

Further information and registration form will be emailed to you at a later date.  

Remember by attending one Roundtable Discussion and one Stewart Title annual 

Fall Seminar you obtain your 10 hours of continuing education  needed to keep 

your title agent license.   See you at the Roundtables.  
 

 

 

 

Spring, Almost 

The sunshine gleams so bright and warm, 

The sky is blue and clear. 

I run outdoors without a coat, 

And spring is almost here. 

Then before I know it, 

Small clouds have blown together, 

Till the sun just can't get through them, 

And again, it's mitten weather. 

 

 


